It's summer and Pulse highlights two charts:
- the first is if you are traveling by car your gasoline prices are the highest in at least six years.
- the second chart shows the rapid rehiring that is occurring in the leisure and hospitality sector as Americans emerge from the pandemic and seek entertainment and travel.

While not depicted in chart, Pulse suggests that everyone pay careful attention to inflation as it is beginning to be noticeable in consumer prices.

U.S. ADDED 850,000 JOBS IN JUNE

LABOR REBOUND

INCREASE IN JOBS WAS THE STRONGEST SINCE LAST AUGUST, AS MORE AMERICANS JOINED THE LABOR FORCE

The U.S. labor market recovery is accelerating after a spring lull. Employers added 850,000 jobs in June—the biggest gain in 10 months—and workers’ wages rose briskly, the government said Friday, both signs of robust demand for workers.